Impact of transamination reactions and protein turnover on labeling dynamics in (13)C-labeling experiments.
A dynamic model describing carbon atom transitions in the central metabolism of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is used to investigate the influence of transamination reactions and protein turnover on the transient behavior of (13)C-labeling chemostat experiments. The simulations performed suggest that carbon exchange due to transamination and protein turnover can significantly increase the required time needed for metabolites in the TCA cycle to reach isotopic steady state, which is in agreement with published experimental observations. On the other hand, transamination and protein turnover will speed-up the net rate of incorporation of labeled carbon into some free and protein-bound amino acids. The simulation results indicate that the pattern of labeled carbon incorporation into amino acids obtained from biomass hydrolysate shows significant deviation from the commonly assumed first-order kinetics behavior until after three residence times. These observations suggest that greater caution should be used while also pointing to new opportunities in the design and interpretation of (13)C-labeling experiments.